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Abstrat We onsider a di�erential simple searh game without phase on-

straints on the plane. Eah pursuer from the team hooses an initial position

and pieewise onstant strategy. As an example, the game of simple searh

of immobile hider (evader) on the plane is onsidered, and the neessary

onditions for detetion are found. For ases with two and three pursuers, a

omparison of the detetion time of the evader was made and approximate

information sets numerially onstruted.
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1. Introdution

In this paper, we onsider the zero-sum di�erential searh game (Petrosjan and

Zenkevih, 1986; Zenkevih and Mestnikov, 1991; Petrosjan and Garnaev, 1992)

from the pursuer viewpoint. The researh relates to studies (Mestnikov, 1994; Mest-

nikov, 1996; Mestnikov and Petrov, 2017), in whih the properties and problems

of information sets approximation for various lasses of spei� di�erential searh

games were examined both from the side of the pursuer and from the side of the

evading player.

Currently, de�nition, onstrution, and approximation of information sets of

players are among the important tasks of the di�erential game theory (links in the

paper The Hohzaki, 2016). The method of approximation and numerial onstru-

tion of information sets was desribed in (Mestnikov, Petrov and Everstova, 2014).

In this work, we present a searh game with evader E and pursuers team P̄ . For
some ases, when the pursuers team P̄ onsists of two or three players, su�ient

onditions were found on the parameters of the game to guarantee the detetion of

player E in one lass of strategies. A searh time omparison was also performed

for these strategies.

Using a omputer program, we numerially onstruted information sets for the

games in question.
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2. The Game

The zero-sum di�erential searh game between team of pursuers P̄ = {P1, . . . , Pk}
and evader E is onsidered. The following di�erential equation desribes the dy-

nami of the game

Pi:ẋi = ui, |ui| ≤ α, x(0) = x0, |x0| = r + l, xi, ui ∈ R2, (1)

E: ẏ = v, |v| ≤ β, y(0) = y0, |y0| ≤ r, β ≤ α, y, v ∈ R2, (2)

where i = 1, . . . , k, x0 - loation of pursuer Pi at time point t0 = 0, y0 - loation of

evader E at time point t0 = 0, α, β, r, l - game parameters.

The detetion set S(x) of player Pi, i = 1, . . . , k is the disk of radius l entered
at the position of the pursuer. We onsider simple searh game between evader E
and team P̄ = {P1, . . . , Pk} of similar pursuers ating like one.

The admissible ontrols ui = ui(t), t ≥ 0, player Pi, i = 1, . . . , k - pieewise

onstant funtions with two intervals of onstany. The set all admissible ontrols

of player Pi, i = 1, . . . , k we will denote as DP . Under pure strategy ai of a player

Pi, i = 1, . . . , k will be denoted as pair ai = (x∗0, ui(·)), where the point x∗0 ∈ R2

satis�es the ondition (1).

The admissible ontrols v = v(t), t ≥ 0, of a player E - are pieewise ontinuous

funtions. The set of all admissible ontrols of a player E is denoted as DE . Under

pure strategy b of a player E will be denoted as pair b = (y∗0 , v(·)), where y∗0 ∈ R2

satis�es the ondition (2). The game is onsidered in program strategies.

The state of information in the game is as follows. In the initial moment of time

t = t0, player Pi(E), i = 1, . . . , k possesses only a priori information about another

player, that is, he knows ‖y∗0‖ ≤ r (‖x∗0‖ = r+ l) and game dynamis (1),(2). In the

further game proess, players do not reeive urrent information about the loation

of the enemy.

The game proeeds as follows: player E selets some point y∗0 from a irle of

radius r and admissible ontrols v(·). Player Pi hooses the strategy ai = (x∗0, ui(·)),
not knowing the strategy of player E. Player E onsidered deteted (aught) at time

moment t, if distane between xi(t), i = 1, . . . , k and y(t) is less or equal to l, where
l - a given positive number.

Assume that for eah state xi ∈ R2
, i = 1, . . . , k is de�ned the set S(x) ⊂ R2

-

losed irle of radius l with enter in the point x, whih in the future will be alled

detetion domain player Pi, i = 1, . . . , k. Then ā = ((x0, u1(·)), . . . , (x0, uk(·))) is
alled strategies for pursuers team P̄ . Winning Funtion of team P̄ is de�ned as in

the paper(Mestnikov and Petrov, 2017).

3. The Game, if Pursuers Team P̄ Consists of One Player

Assume that for the pursuer team P̄ = {P1, . . . , Pk}, k = 1 for β = 0 (immobile

hider). In other words, pursuer team onsists of only one player P , who at initial

time t0 = 0 is at the point x0 and selets ontrol with two intervals of onstany.

u(·) =
{
u1, 0 < t ≤ t∗,

u2, t∗ < t <∞,
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where

u1 =

(
u11
u12

)
, u2 =

(
u21
u22

)
,

that is, the strategies of player P are pieewise onstant strategies a = (x∗0, ui(·)).
The trajetory generated by the strategy a = (x∗0, u(·)) is denoted by x(·) =
x(·, t0, x∗0, u(·)). Suh a trajetory on the plane is represented as the union of the

segment [x∗0;x(t
∗)℄ and a ray with beginning at point x(t∗) or a polyline with two

links (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Game with one pursuer player P .

The time instant t∗ will be alled the turning moment. In this ase, the �rst

peak of a broken line is at point x∗0, the seond peak at point G = x(t∗) at the time

t∗ and third at the point S = x(T ). The ase when u(·) = const, with one interval,

was desribed in (Mestnikov and Petrov, 2017).

Represent now this game on the plane. To do this, we draw a retangular Carte-

sian oordinate system so that the initial position x∗0 of player P oinides with

the origin of oordinates Oz1z2, and the enter of the initial loation of player E, a
irle of radius r, with enter on the axis Oz1.

Further, we will denote the initial point x∗0 by x0, and the enter of the irle of

radius r of the initial loation of player E by y0.
The distane between points x0 and y0 is r + l.

x0 =

(
0
0

)
, y0 =

(
r + l
0

)
.

By T , we denote the total game time for whih the pursuer P is guarantees the

apture of player E. If the inequality r < 2l is ful�lled, the pursuer P guarantees

the apture of evader r E in a �nite time. It is lear that r → 2l (r < 2l) then
T → ∞.

In ase when T <∞, the total game duration T an be minimized by hoosing

the optimal turning moment t∗ and ontrol u(·) (Fig. 2).
The onditions for the parameters of the game for guaranteed detetion, numer-

ial optimization of turn time, and numerial onstrution of information sets in a

game with one pursuer player P1 were onsidered in (Mestnikov and Petrov, 2018).
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Fig. 2. Guaranteed Player E Detetion at Optimal Turn Time t

4. The Game, if Pursuers Team P̄ Consist of Several Players

If r > 2l of the pursuer P one player annot guarantee the apture of player E.
Next, we onsider a game with the team P̄ = {P1, . . . , Pk}, k = 2 for β = 0.

We de�ne two pieewise onstant strategies for the pursuer team P̄ = {P1, P2},
where the initial position x0 at the time t0 = 0 is the same.

x0 =

(
−2

√
rl

r − l

)
, y0 =

(
0
0

)
.

To do this, denote by xi(1, l+), i = 1, 2, a straight line parallel and lying above

(to the left of the diretion of movement) at a distane l from the trajetory of the

�rst pursuer Pi, in ase 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗, xi(2, l+) � at t∗ < t <∞.

And through xi(1, l−), a straight line parallel and lying below (to the right of

the diretion of movement) at a distane l from the trajetory of the �rst pursuer

player Pi, in the ase 0 ≤ t ≤ t∗, xi(2, l−) � at t∗ < t <∞.

We assume that the �rst pure strategy of the pursuer team P̄ is the strategy

ā1 = (a11, a12), where a11 = (x0, u1(·)) and a12 = (x0, u2(·)).
We assume that the seond pure strategy of a team of pursuers P̄ is the strategy

ā2 = (a21, a22), where a21 = (x0, u3(·)) and a22 = (x0, u3(·)).
We de�ne the motion of players aording to these strategies.

De�nition 1. Strategy a1 for the pursuers team P̄ = {P1, P2} is the strategy where
the �rst pursuer P1 hooses ontrol u1(·)

u1(·) =
{
u11, 0 < t ≤ t∗,

u12, t∗ < t <∞,

where

u11 =

(
cosϕ1

sinϕ1

)
, u12 =

(
cosψ1

sinψ1

)
,

the angle ϕ1 is hosen so that the line x1(1, l+) touhes the irle of unertainty of

the evader E (the irle of radius r entered at y0). The seond angle ψ1 is hosen
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so that the straight line x1(2, l+) passes through point D, where the point D is the

�rst intersetion point of the straight line x1(1, l−) of the irle of radius r entered
at the point y0(Fig 3(a)).

The seond pursuer P2 selets u2(·)

u2(·) =
{
u21, 0 < t ≤ t∗,

u22, t∗ < t <∞,

where

u21 =

(
cosϕ2

sinϕ2

)
, u22 =

(
cosψ2

sinψ2

)
,

the angle ϕ2 is hosen in suh a way that the line x2(1, l+) passes through point

B, where B is �rst intersetion point of the line x1(2, l−) with a irle of radius r
entered at y0. The seond angle ψ2 is hosen in suh a way that the line x2(2, l+)
passes through the point C or Z, where C is the seond intersetion point of the line

x1(2, l−) with the irle of radius r entered at y0, and Z is the intersetion point

of the line x1(2, l−) and line x2(1, l−). Moreover, if the point Z lies lower than the

straight line x2(2, l+) passing through the point C, then the straight line x2(2, l+)
passing through the point C is seleted; otherwise, the straight line x2(2, l+) passing
through the point Z is seleted (Fig 3(b)).

a) the �rst pursuer

b) the seond pursuer

Fig. 3. First Strategy

De�nition 2. The strategy a2 for the pursuer team P̄ = {P1, P2} is the strategy

where the �rst pursuer player P1 hooses ontrol u3(·)

u3(·) =
{
u31, 0 < t ≤ t∗,

u32, t∗ < t <∞,

where

u31 =

(
cosϕ1

sinϕ1

)
, u32 =

(
cosψ1

sinψ1

)
,

the angle ϕ1 is hosen so that the line x1(1, l+) touhes the irle of the unertainty
of the evader E (the irle of radius r entered at y0). The seond angle ψ1 is hosen

so that the line x1(2, l+) also touhes the unertainty irle of the evader E (Fig

4(a)).

The seond pursuer P2 selets ontrol u4(·)
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u4(·) =
{
u41, 0 < t ≤ t∗,

u42, t∗ < t <∞,

where

u41 =

(
cosϕ2

sinϕ2

)
, u42 =

(
cosψ2

sinψ2

)
,

the angle ϕ2 is hosen in suh a way that the line x2(1, l+) passes through point

B1 or Z, where B1 is the seond intersetion point of the line x1(1, l−) of a irle

of radius r entered at y0, Z is the intersetion point of the line x1(1, l−) and the

line x1(2, l+). Moreover, if the point Z is outside the irle of radius r entered at

the point y0, then the angle ϕ2 is hosen so that the straight line x2(2, l+) passes
through the point B1, otherwise,ϕ2 so that the straight line x2(2, l+) passes through
the point Z (Fig.4(b)).

The seond angle ψ2 is hosen in suh a way that the line x2(2, l+) passes

through point D, where D is the seond intersetion point of the line x1(2, l−) of a
irle of radius r entered at y0(Fig 4(b)).

a) the �rst pursuer

b) the seond pursuer

Fig. 4. The Seond Strategy

5. Su�ient Conditions for Guaranteed Detetion of Strategies a1 and

a2

For ases when the total searh time for the pursuers team P̄ = {P1, . . . , Pk},
k = 2 for β = 0 is unlimited T → ∞, strategies a1 and a2 will look as follows (Fig

5, Fig 6).

Further, we analytially �nd su�ient onditions for guaranteed detetion of the

evader E by pursuer team P̄ for strategies a1 and a2 for β = 0 (immobile hider).

Searh games for β > 0 are investigated only numerially, but not desribed in this

artile.

We �nd su�ient onditions for the strategy a1. For this, it is neessary to �nd

the angular oe�ient of the line tanϕ passing through the point C(4
√
rl/2 + l2; r−

4l) and being tangent to the irle of radius l entered at x0(−2
√
rl; r− l) (Fig 5(b))

using the formula

l =

∣∣∣−2 tanϕ
√
rl − 4 tanϕ

√
rl/2 + l2 + 3l

∣∣∣
√
tan2 ϕ+ 1
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a) the �rst pursuer

b) the seond pursuer

Fig. 5. First Strategy pursuers team with in�nite time

To �nd the oordinates of the point Z1 we use the system




v2 = tanϕ(v1 − Cv1) + Cv2 ,

v2 = − v1
tanϕ

The oordinates of the point Q are the solutions of the system orresponding to the

shedule




r2 = v21 + v21 ,

v2 = − v1
tanϕ

Thus, the guaranteed detetion of an evader E in a �nite time T by a pursuer team

P̄ is performed provided that the distane |QZ1| < 4l.
To �nd a su�ient ondition for deteting an evader E when players P̄ =

{P1, . . . , Pk} hoose a strategy a2, you need to �nd the angular oe�ient of the

line passing through the point B(2
√
rl − l2; r− 2l), whih is also tangent to a irle

of radius l entered at x0(−2
√
rl; r − l) (Fig 6(b)).

l =

∣∣∣−2 tanϕ
√
rl − 2 tanϕ

√
rl − l2 − l

∣∣∣
√
tan2 ϕ+ 1

To �nd the oordinates of the point Z2 we use the system




v2 = tanϕ(v1 −Bv1) +Bv2 ,

v2 = − (v1 −Dv1)

tanϕ
+Dv2 ,

where are the oordinates of the point are D(−2
√
rl − l2; 2l − r).

Thus, the guaranteed detetion of an evader E by a searh of pursuer players

P̄ for a �nite time when hoosing the strategy a2 is performed under the ondition

that the distane |QZ2| < 4l.
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a) the �rst pursuer

b) the seond pursuer

Fig. 6. Seond Strategy pursuers team with in�nite time

6. Numerial Comparison of the Guaranteed Detetion of Strategies

a1 and a2 with the Same Game Parameters

We onstrut numerially informational sets with a pursuers team P̄ = {P1, . . . , Pk}
for k = 2 and k = 3, using the developed omputer program.

6.1. Total Time of Guaranteed Detetion of Strategy a1

To selet the strategy a1 for pursuers team P̄ = {P1, . . . , Pk}, k = 2, it is

neessary for eah player to set the turn time t∗ (Fig.7).

a) De�ne turn time b) Build trajetory a1

Fig. 7. Setting initial parameters for the game when k = 2

After onstruting the trajetory of players from the team P , the total time of

the game T will be alulated To hek the guaranteed detetion of an evader E by

pursuers team P̄ , it is neessary to start the game (Fig.8).

Fig. 8. Movement of pursuers P̄ on seletion a1
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Consider a searh game with pursuer team P̄ = {P1, . . . , Pk}, k = 3 (Fig.9,

Fig.10).

a) De�ne turn time b) Build trajetory a1

Fig. 9. Setting initial parameters for the game when k = 3

Fig. 10. Game with pursuers team P̄ when k = 3

6.2. Total Guaranteed Detetion Time of Strategy a2

To selet the strategy a2 for the pursuer team P̄ = {P1, . . . , Pk}, k = 2, it is
neessary for eah player to set the turn time t∗ (Fig.11).

a) De�ne turn time b) Build trajetory a2

Fig. 11. Setting initial parameters for the game when k = 2

After onstruting the trajetory of players from team P , the total time of the

game T will be alulated To hek the guaranteed detetion of an evader E by

pursuer team P̄ you must start the game (Fig.12).
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Fig. 12. Movement of pursuers P̄ on seletion a2

Consider searh game with pursuer team P̄ = {P1, . . . , Pk}, k = 3 (Fig.13,

Fig.14).

a) De�ne turn time b) Build trajetory a2

Fig. 13. Setting initial parameters for the game when k = 3

Fig. 14. Game with pursuer team P̄ when k = 3

6.3. Comparison of Total Time for Strategies a1 and a2

Let us numerially ompare the detetion time for a1 and a2 for the same rotation

time t∗ of the pursuer team P̄ = {P1, . . . , Pk} for k = 2 and game parameters r, l,
α, β (Fig.15).

The histogram shows a omparison of the detetion time of an evader E by

pursuer team P̄ = {P1, . . . , Pk}for k = 2 for strategies a1 and a2 (Fig. 16).
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a) The First Strategy a1 b) The Seond Strategy a2

Fig. 15. Detetion time hart where k = 2

Fig. 16. Comparison of the Detetion Time of two strategies when k = 2

For the ase when P̄ = {P1, . . . , Pk}, k = 3, a omparison was also made of the

detetion time (Fig. 17).

Fig. 17. Comparison of the Detetion Time of two strategies when k = 3
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7. Conlusion

In the onsidered game of simple searh on the plane with pursuer team, we

ompared the time of detetion of an evader using two strategies. Su�ient ondi-

tions were also found for guaranteed detetion of strategies in games with in�nite

time. The information sets for the games under onsideration were numerially on-

struted.

Numerial alulations show that there are intervals of the values of radius of

unertainty irle of evader in whih (for equal values of the remaining parameters of

the game) the total detetion time for �rst strategy is less than for seond strategy

and vie versa in other ases.
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